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Library of Congress Catalog
Adobe Photoshop Lightroom was designed from the ground up with digital
photographers in mind, offering powerful editing features in a streamlined
interface that lets photographers import, sort, and organize images. In this
completely updated bestseller, author Martin Evening describes features in
Lightroom 5 in detail from a photographer’s perspective. As an established
commercial and fashion photographer, Martin knows firsthand what photographers
need for an efficient workflow. He has been working with Lightroom from the
beginning, monitoring the product’s development and providing valued feedback
to Adobe. As a result, Martin knows the software inside and out, from image
selection to image editing and image management. In this book he’ll teach you
how to: Work efficiently with images shot in raw or JPEG formats Import
photographs with ease and sort them according to your workflow Create and
manage a personal image and video library Quickly apply tonal adjustments to
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multiple images Integrate Lightroom with Adobe Photoshop Export images for print
or Web as digital contact sheets or personal portfolios Make the most of new
features in Lightroom 5, such as extended spot removal, Upright™ corrections, and
Smart Previews Photographers will find Lightroom 5—and The Adobe Photoshop
Lightroom 5 Book—indispensable tools in their digital darkrooms. “With Martin’s
expert guidance, you’ll soon find that you have precisely the tools you need to turn
your concentration back where it belongs—on making better pictures!” —George
Jardine, digital photography consultant “As a photographer himself, Martin Evening
knows what tools photographers need to realize their creative vision. In this book,
he shows not only how Adobe Photoshop Lightroom works but also why it will
become an essential part of any photographer’s workflow.” —Greg Gorman,
photographer

Enterprise iPhone and iPad Administrator's Guide
Get complete coverage of the latest release of the CompTIA A+ exams inside this
fully revised and updated resource. Written by the leading authority on CompTIA
A+ certification and training, this expert guide covers CompTIA A+ exams 220-701
and 220-702. You'll find learning objectives at the beginning of each chapter, exam
tips, practice exam questions, in-depth explanations, and more than 1,000
photographs and illustrations. Designed to help you pass the CompTIA A+ exams
with ease, this definitive volume also serves as an essential on-the-job IT
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reference. Covers all exam objectives, including how to: Work with CPUs, RAM,
motherboards, power supplies, and other PC components Install, partition, and
format hard drives Install, upgrade, and troubleshoot WIndows 2000, Windows XP,
and Windows Vista Troubleshoot PCs and implement security measures Install
video and multimedia cards Work with portable PCs, PDAs, smartphones, and
wireless technologies Manage printers and connect to networks and the Internet
Understand safety and environmental issues Establish good communication skills
and adhere to privacy policies The download features: Practice exams for 701 &
702 600+ chapter review questions New video introduction to CompTIA A+ Onehour video training segment Mike's favorite PC tools and utilities Searchable ebook Mike Meyers, CompTIA A+, CompTIA Network+, MCP, is the industry's leading
authority on CompTIA A+ certification and training. He is the president and founder
of Total Seminars, LLC, a major provider of PC and network repair seminars for
thousands of organizations throughout the world, and a member of CompTIA.

The World Book Encyclopedia: Research Guide - Index
CompTIA A+ Certification All-in-One Exam Guide, Seventh
Edition (Exams 220-701 & 220-702)
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Kindle Fire Geekery: 50 Insanely Cool Projects for Your Amazon
Tablet
Get complete coverage of all the objectives included on the EC-Council's Certified
Ethical Hacker exam inside this comprehensive resource. Written by an IT security
expert, this authoritative guide covers the vendor-neutral CEH exam in full detail.
You'll find learning objectives at the beginning of each chapter, exam tips, practice
exam questions, and in-depth explanations. Designed to help you pass the exam
with ease, this definitive volume also serves as an essential on-the-job reference.
COVERS ALL EXAM TOPICS, INCLUDING: Introduction to ethical hacking
Cryptography Reconnaissance and footprinting Network scanning Enumeration
System hacking Evasion techniques Social engineering and physical security
Hacking web servers and applications SQL injection Viruses, trojans, and other
attacks Wireless hacking Penetration testing CD-ROM FEATURES: Two practice
exams PDF copy of the book Bonus appendix with author's recommended tools,
sites, and references Matt Walker, CEHv7, CPTS, CNDA, CCNA, MCSE, has held a
wide variety of IT security teaching, writing, and leadership roles, including director
of the Network Training Center on Ramstein AB, Germany, and IT security manager
for Lockheed Martin at Kennedy Space Center. He is currently a security engineer
for Hewlett-Packard.
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Adobe ColdFusion 9 Web Application Construction Kit, Volume
3
Learning ActionScript 3.0
Hunt-Scanlon's Select Guide to Human Resource Executives
Getting Started with SOQL
Government Reports Announcements & Index
Over 220,000 entries representing some 56,000 Library of Congress subject
headings. Covers all disciplines of science and technology, e.g., engineering,
agriculture, and domestic arts. Also contains at least 5000 titles published before
1876. Has many applications in libraries, information centers, and other
organizations concerned with scientific and technological literature. Subject index
contains main listing of entries. Each entry gives cataloging as prepared by the
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Library of Congress. Author/title indexes

The National Guide to Educational Credit for Training Programs
Are you an IT professional involved in deploying the iPhone and or iPad in your
company or organization? Do you have fellow employees who are eager to use
their iPhones and iPads for work? Then this is the book for you. Enterprise iPhone
and iPad Administrator's Guide provides step-by-step instructions on how to deploy
and integrate the iPhone within a range of professional environments—from large
businesses and educational institutions to medium-sized offices. This book ensures
that the process is achieved in a streamlined, efficient, and cost-effective manner.
The guide begins with an introduction to basic deployment concerns, then moves
into actual methods and tools that you can use to streamline the deployment
process. Next, an in-depth discussion of configuration and provisional profiles helps
you deliver solid device setup, security, and adherence to organization policies.
Finally, you'll learn how to use existing help desk teams to provide effective user
support. Also included is coverage of the latest iPhone- and iPad-specific enterprise
technologies (such as push notification and calendaring tools) as well as internal
iPhone and iPad applications and web-based solutions for businesses.

Subject Catalog
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Acronyms, Initialisms & Abbreviations Dictionary
Put your ActionScript 3 skills to work building mobile apps. This book shows you
how to develop native applications for Android-based smartphones and tablets
from the ground up, using Adobe AIR. You learn the entire development process
hands-on, from coding specific functions to options for getting your app published.
Start by building a sample app with step-by-step instructions, using either Flash
Professional or Flash Builder. Then learn how to use ActionScript libraries for
typical device features, such as the camera and the accelerometer. This book
includes ready-to-run example code and a case study that demonstrates how to
bring all of the elements together into a full-scale working app. Create functionality
and content that works on multiple Android devices Choose from several data
storage options Create view and navigation components, including a back button
Get tips for designing user experience with touch and gestures Build a locationaware app, or one that makes use of motion Explore ways to use audio, video, and
photos in your application Learn best practices for asset management and
development

Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature
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Developing Android Applications with Adobe AIR
Faxon Librarians' Guide to Serials
Library of Congress Catalogs
Written by the best known and most trusted name in the ColdFusion community,
Ben Forta, The ColdFusion Web Application Construction Kit is the best-selling
ColdFusion series of all time. Volume 3: Advanced Application Development,
focuses on application security, scalability and high-availability, and integration
with other systems and technologies. The book starts with two sections dedicated
specifically to scalability and security, and then focused on extending ColdFusion
applications using web technologies, other languages and platforms, and
sophisticated integration techniques. Complete coverage of ColdFusion 9 is
included in "Volume 1, Getting Started" (0-321-66034-X) and "Volume 2,
Application Development" (0-321-67919-9).

Neal-Schuman Electronic Classroom Handbook
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A cumulative list of works represented by Library of Congress printed cards.

Catalog of Copyright Entries
Essential Skills for a Successful IT Career Written by the leading authority on
CompTIA A+ certification and training, this four-color guide will help you become a
certified IT professional with proven expertise in hardware and software, and help
you pass CompTIA A+ exams 220-901 and 220-902. Mike Meyers’ CompTIA A+
Guide to Managing and Troubleshooting PCs, Fifth Edition offers complete coverage
of the latest exam objectives. You’ll get on-the-job tips, end-of-chapter review
questions, and hundreds of color photographs and illustrations. Learn how to: Work
with CPUs, RAM, microprocessors, BIOS, motherboards, power supplies, and other
PC components Install, configure, and troubleshoot hard drives Manage peripheral
devices and removable media Install, upgrade, and maintain operating systems,
including Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux Troubleshoot common computer problems
Establish users and groups Set up video and multimedia cards Administer
smartphones, tablets, and other mobile devices Install and configure wired and
wireless networks Connect to the Internet Secure your PC and your network Install,
configure, and manage printers and multifunction devices Work with the latest
virtualization technologies Understand safety and environmental issues Electronic
content includes: Practice exams for 901 & 902 One hour+ of free video training
from Mike Meyers TotalSim simulations of performance-based questions Mike's
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favorite free PC tools and utilities A complete PDF copy of the book Instructor
resources available: Instructor's Manual Power Point slides for each chapter with
photographs and illustrations from the book Test Bank cartridges with hundreds of
questions for use as quizzes and exams Answers to the end of chapter sections are
not included in the book and are only available to adopting instructors

Official Ubuntu Book
Mike Meyers' CompTIA A+ Guide to 802 Managing and
Troubleshooting PCs, Fourth Edition (Exam 220-802)
This bestselling on-the-job reference and test preparation guide has been fully
revised for the new 2015 CompTIA exam objectives for exams 901 & 902 Written
by the leading authority on CompTIA A+ certification and training, this self-study
set has been thoroughly updated to cover 100% of the topics covered on the latest
edition of the exam. New topics include managing and maintaining cellular
devices, including tablets; configuring operating systems, including Windows 8,
Android, and iOS; and enhanced, mobile-centered security and troubleshooting
procedures. The All-in-One Exam Guide enables you to take the test with complete
confidence. It also serves as a practical reference for IT support and technical
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personnel. Bonus electronic content includes: Practice exams with hundreds of
accurate questions More than an hour of video training featuring Mike Meyers
Performance-based simulations that prepare you for the performance-based
questions on the exam A collection of Mike's favorite free PC tools Key Features
include: Written with the “in the trenches” voice and clarity Mike Meyers is known
for Features pre-assessment tests, exam tips, and “Try This!” sections to reinforce
difficult topics Includes a coupon for 10% off of the exam fee, a $37 value

CompTIA A+ Certification All-in-One Exam Guide, Ninth Edition
(Exams 220-901 & 220-902)
Faxon Librarians' Guide
An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the needs of elementary, junior high,
and senior high school students.

Enterprise Mac Administrators Guide
Essential Skills for a Successful IT Career Written by the leading authority on
CompTIA A+ certification and training, this instructive, full-color guide will help you
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pass CompTIA A+ exam 220-802 and become an expert PC technician. Mike
Meyers' CompTIA A+ Guide to 802: Managing and Troubleshooting PCs, Fourth
Edition is completely up to date with the new CompTIA A+ standards. Inside, you'll
find helpful on-the-job tips, end-of-chapter practice questions, and hundreds of
photographs and illustrations. End-of-chapter solutions and answers are only
available to instructors and are not printed inside the book. Learn how to:
Troubleshoot CPUs, RAM, BIOS settings, motherboards, power supplies, and other
PC components Implement and troubleshoot hard drives Install, upgrade, maintain,
and troubleshoot Windows XP, Windows Vista, and Windows 7 Work with the
Registry and understand the Windows boot process Work with Ethernet and TCP/IP
Implement and troubleshoot wired and wireless networks Manage and maintain
portable PCs Work with smartphones, tablets, and other mobile devices
Troubleshoot printers Secure PCs and protect them from network threats Work
with virtualization technologies Electronic content features: Practice exams for 802
with hundreds of questions An "Introduction to CompTIA A+" video by Mike Meyers
Links to Mike's latest favorite shareware and freeware PC tools and utilities Adobe
Digital Editions ebook—free download (subject to Adobe system requirements)
Each chapter includes: Learning objectives Photographs and illustrations Realworld examples Try This! and Cross Check exercises Key terms highlighted Tech
Tips, Notes, and Warnings Exam Tips End-of-chapter quizzes and lab projects

Adobe AIR (Adobe Integrated Runtime) with Ajax
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AIR (Adobe Integrated Runtime) is Adobe’s open-source technology that lets Web
developers and programmers create Rich Internet Applications that run outside of
any Web browser. This Visual QuickPro Guide teaches everything you need to know
to begin creating applications that combine the rich experience of a traditional
desktop application with the power and reach of the Internet. The book uses a
visual, step-by-step approach and covers all the fundamental AIR concepts, without
the fluff, confusing segues, and technical jargon that bog down so many other
computer books. Author Larry Ullman has a well-earned reputation for writing
books that are accessible, easy-to-follow, and, above all, useful. This book focuses
solely on developing AIR applications using HTML and JavaScript, although formal
knowledge of JavaScript is not required.

Government Reports Annual Index
Subject Guide to IAC Databases
The Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 5 Book
The Neal-Schuman Electronic Classroom Handbook was written for librarians or
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other professionals who are designing, managing, or teaching in an electronic
classroom. Although my perspective is that of an academic librarian, the Handbook
should also interest public and school librarians offering instruction programs, and
corporate librarians with training programs, as well as administrators, classroom
designers, computing staffs, and activities planners. Electronic classrooms are
increasingly moving from being a luxury to becoming a necessity.

Oxbridge Directory of Newsletters
Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications
Charles Edge, Zack Smith, and Beau Hunter provide detailed explanations of the
technology required for large-scale Mac OS X deployments and show you how to
integrate it with other operating systems and applications. Enterprise Mac
Administrator's Guide addresses the growing size and spread of Mac OS X
deployments in corporations and institutions worldwide. In some cases, this is due
to the growth of traditional Mac environments, but for the most part it has to do
with "switcher" campaigns, where Windows and/or Linux environments are
migrating to Mac OS X. However, there is a steep culture shock with these types of
migrations. The products that are used are different, the nomenclature is different,
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and most importantly the best practices for dealing with the operating system are
different. Apple provides a number of tools to help automate and guide IT toward
managing a large number of Mac OS X computers—it has since before Mac OS X
was initially released. However, if you want to put together all of the pieces to tell
a compelling story about how to run an IT department or a deployment of Macs,
you need to compile information from a number of different sources. This book will
provide explanations of the technology required. Provides complete solutions for
the large- and medium-scale integration of directory services, imaging, and
security Complete guide for integrating Macs and Mac OS X into mixed
environments with confidence and no down time One-stop volume for IT
professionals who need the technical details to get their job done as efficiently and
effectively as possible

Pure & Applied Science Books, 1876-1982
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series
The Rough Guide to Macs & OS X
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Your all-in-one guide to Adobe's new Creative Cloud Packed with more than a
thousand pages of content, Adobe Creative Cloud All-in-One For Dummies is
exactly what you need to get your head in the Creative Cloud. Written by designers
for designers, this book is filled with useful information and expert instruction that
spans eight minibooks to help you get started with Adobe Creative Cloud, InDesign
CC, Illustrator CC, Photoshop CC, Acrobat XI, Dreamweaver CC, Flash Professional
CC, and Fireworks CC. You'll learn the latest graphic design and web development
tools, tricks, and techniques; watch your productivity explode; and unleash your
creative genius with this valuable resource. Helps print, web, and mobile media
professionals get the very most out of the latest features and techniques available
in Adobe Creative Cloud Provides beginners with design basics while providing the
depth of coverage sought by more experienced design professionals Covers the
key features and tools in seven of Adobe's most popular Creative Cloud
applications (InDesign, Illustrator, Photoshop, Acrobat, Dreamweaver, Flash
Professional, and Fireworks) plus a minibook dedicated to Creative Cloud basics
From 3D images and vivid illustrations to dynamic web pages and interactive
effects, this comprehensive guide shows you how to do it all!

Adobe Creative Cloud Design Tools All-in-One For Dummies
If you're new to ActionScript 3.0, or want to enhance your skill set, this bestselling
book is the ideal guide. Designers, developers, and programmers alike will find
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Learning ActionScript 3.0 invaluable for navigating ActionScript 3.0's learning
curve. You'll learn the language by getting a clear look at essential topics such as
logic, event handling, displaying content, classes, and much more. Updated for
Flash Professional CS5, this revised and expanded edition delivers hands-on
exercises and full-color code samples to help you increase your abilities as you
progress through the book. Topics are introduced with basic syntax and classbased examples, so you can set your own pace for learning object-oriented
programming. Harness the power and performance of ActionScript 3.0 Control
sound and video, including new access to microphone data Create art with code by
drawing vectors and pixels at runtime Manipulate text with unprecedented
typographic control Animate graphics, create particle systems, and apply simple
physics Avoid common coding mistakes and reuse code for improved productivity
Load SWF, image, text, HTML, CSS, and XML file formats, and more Authors Rich
Shupe and Zevan Rosser draw on their experience as Flash developers and
instructors to give you a solid ActionScript foundation, revealing ways you can use
code for practical, everyday projects.

American Book Publishing Record
This is a practical tutorial-based guide on using the new SOQL language, aimed at
Force.com developers. Each topic is discussed with the help of standard SOQL
queries. If you are a Salesforce.com developer or administrator, this book will help
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you to avoid hitting limits set by Salesforce.com. For those of you who are
preparing for advanced developer Salesforce.com certification, this book will also
be particularly useful.

Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications
Completely up to date, this guide covers Apple's brand-new operating system, OS
X Tiger, as well as all current Mac developments. With illustrations throughout, this
easy-to-use book is ideal for both novices and experts seeking more information.

CEH Certified Ethical Hacker All-in-One Exam Guide
Take your Kindle Fire to its limits—and way beyond them You already know how to
download and read e-books on your Kindle Fire. Now, discover how to turn it into a
personal music and video player, Web and e-mail device, Android-based app and
gaming center, text messager, and remote work tool. Kindle Fire Geekery: 50
Insanely Cool Projects for Your Amazon Tablet teaches these power-user tricks and
many more. You’ll see how to load non-Amazon media files, find free stuff, and
stream your library from the cloud. Get your geek on! Learn how to: Use your
Kindle Fire as a portable music player Rip CDs and transfer audio from LP or
cassette Watch movies and TV shows stored on your computer Stream your
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collection through Amazon’s Cloud Drive Load e-books from any format to your
Kindle Fire Lock your Kindle Fire and tweak its operating system Install apps from
sources other than Amazon’s Appstore Connect to WiFi networks, browse the Web,
and use e-mail Keep your Kindle Fire and its Silk browser running smoothly Send
text messages, share files, and edit Office documents

Books and Pamphlets, Including Serials and Contributions to
Periodicals
Mike Meyers' CompTIA A+ Guide to Managing and
Troubleshooting PCs, Fifth Edition (Exams 220-901 & 220-902)
Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications
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